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CHANGES IN MANAGEMENT/PERSONALITY STYLES
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS: A CASE STUDY

AT VALENCIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

By
James S. Kellerman

'December, 1975

The study examined the research question: s there

a change in the management/personality styles of'depa tment

chairpersons as affected by environmental factors.

Environmental factors were defined as inCreased colleg

emphasis on management and' management-training (treatm nt0.

The methodology Of the study involved a systOmatic
Hlhi*

case study at Valeucia Community College where the depa6dUnt

chairpersons had recently been assigned administrative_.
appointments:--Methodology wi'thin the stUdy included the

creation'of a management/personality style profile through

the use of the' Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (WTI) and the

Reddin 3-D Theory Management Style Diagnosis Test (MSDT).

Two groups, the study group and the control group,

were administered pre tests and posttests on both
. .4

instruments. Two sets of interviews on an intervid*

schedule were conducted with the departMent chairpersons to

iii
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identify additional sources of information.

The treatments consisted of planned trainin

sessions or activities and seven identified unplanned

critical events which may have had an effect on the

management styles of the department chairpersons.

The findings of the study indicated that the

treatment and the unplanned critical events had no effect on

the department chairpersons management/personality styles,

and the null hypothesis was not rejected. Ldditional

findings underscored the importance of role definition for

department chairpersons and the effects of increased

responsibilities.

Ten propositions for additional research were

identified which lend themselves to empirical testing in

oeher institutions. Recommendations were presented for the

improvement of educational practices in three categOries:

training, involvement, and evaluation.

iv
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Chapter 1

STATEMENT .OF THE PURPOSE, BACKGROUND, AND
REVIEW OF THE GENERAL LITERATURE

This chapter states the purpose of the research,

che background, arid reviews relevant literature for the

.study. The review of relevant literature is integrated into

sections dealing with background narrative which aescribes

the significance of the researCh problem. Following

chapters describe the research problem, research hypothesis,

methodology, and findings. The final chapter summarizaa the

study and contains recommenaations for additional research..

atid management deVelopment.72.7-

PURPOSE OF Tw-sTOpY

The purpose of the projectas to analyze changes,

.in management/personality aty,lea. of Valencia_ComMunity
-

4
;)tw'

College department chairpeftms-re-sultant frO.111 increased
,

faculty organizationi potentfial collective bargaining, and

an increased emphasis on the:_managemen tore:of;dpartinent
, .

chairpersons. The iroblem is as follows":-

In what ways and how are the, rupagement/
personality styles Olf depattoeht ,Chair-
persons beini changed by enliiroppental
factors affecting tem.
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The Rsearch

Stated 10 the conventionak-mUll form, t e

hypothesis of the proposed study is as followS:

There is no change in 'thef-manage-

ment/personelity. oVYle Of department chairpersons as

affected by enyiroomental;facto S.

-Altern81.1-ItZMIROthesis.. There is a Change in the

mansgement/personalitY\styles of dePartment chairpersons as

affected by environmenta 1 factors.

:BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE.

The statement of background and review of

literature is presented under two major'headings:

1. Local Environmental Factors Calling for the Study, and.

2. Generalized Factors Affecting the Need for the Study.

Environmental FaCtors

On July lk 1973 Valencia Oommunity.College4

appointed all fourteen of its department:chairpersons to the

administrative ranks. The new administrators were iosued .

annual contracts and Were removed from kaculty contractual

status. Upon th ... administrative apPointment, the Faculty

forum (Fa culty gcvernan ce organization) removed the chair- -

persons from the all-faculty organization; thus underspring

their acceptance and understanding of tne distinction being

made betWeen facultY and administration (management).

ersons' roles and_ responsi-The dePartment ,chairp
,

bilites,_did-not-drasticallychange as a result of the new.

13
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appointment. In fact, during the year 1973-74 the differ-

ence was more semantical than real. However, local

conditions began to change in the 1974-75 academic year, and

the distinctions between faculty and administration began to

become more apparent and more crucial. Several factors

contributed to the change:

Administrative expectations. The upper adminis-

tration's expectations of the roles and responsibilities of

department chairpersons increased and the directional

expectation changed. Whereas the president and deans had

previously expected the department chairpersons to serve as

sounding boards for administration plans and to represent

their faculty's views, the exedtation became that chair-

persons were adminiStrators and were charged with the

responsibility of implementing Board of Trustees policies

and the directives Df the administration. No longer was it

appropriate to serve as department advocates. It was now

appropriate and expected that chairpersons serve as

administration spokesmen and aa managers.

Faculty perce2tions. Increasingly it appnared

that faculty members began to perceive the department chair-
,

person as a member of the college adminiitration and as a

manager.- Whereas the chairperson had been a part of the

teaching faculty and accessible on a peer level, seemed

now the chairperson had become distinctly different froni

teaching faculty. Therefore, faculty members hesitated to

interact on a peer level with the chairpersons and were

14
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oftentimes guarded in their conversations. In summary, the

chairpersons' roles had changed from a member of the

teaching faculty to a member of the administration. Old

allegiances had given way to new responsibilities and

expectations. The effects of these changes on management/

personality styles of the chairpersons provided the focus

for this study.

Generalized Factors Affecting
the Need for the irtudy

Smith (1972) states that the lack of a clear

definition of the chairperson's role appears to be a major

problem confronting community colleges. Department

chairpersons want and need role clarification. As managers

of human and physical resources chairpersons are called upon

to resolve conflicts between organizational levels, to

direct their departmental subsystems, and to coordinate_
external departmental-requirements and organizational

resources and needs.

Community colleges in general have had a nebulous

area between college management (administration) and teaching
-

faculty. The_area is best represented by the department

chairperson who often held a faculty appointment and taught

classes While administering the department on a part-time

basis. The clear distinction between faculty' and management
0

occured at the dean's level with the dean representing access

to dollege deciiiou making through the college's upper

administrative hierarchy.

15
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Lombardi (1974) suggests that the coMmunity college ,

movement in the early twentieth century borrowed from its

sister institution, the four year college, the traditional

department (disciPline) organization. Lombardi further

points out that departmentalization is increasing and that it

has negative effects on college cohesion and college govern-

ance.

Blomerley (1971) also recognized the impact that

the department has on college governance; however, he saw

the impact as positive since faculty members were able to

interact and make decisions at the depnrtment level on

matters that most affected them. The s 1ficance of the

Lombardi and Blonerley positions for this stildy is that the

department chairpersons must balance, often precariously,

between department levelcfaculty involvoment and decision

making, and administratioh expectations. The ability to.

effectively manage a department depends upon the chairp son

being able to promote broad faculty involvement and p tici-

pation while at the same time meeting the expectatio of the

college administration and the governing body.

Another aspect of the Department Chairpers ns is_

the potential of compartmentalization of instruction.

Morphet, Johns, and Reller (1959) claim that over the years

departmental organization has been subjected to considerable

criticism. It has contributed to the-maintenance of

'instruction which was not sufficiently 'related to the stated

purposes of the college. In some cblleges it has separated

16
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the staff into tight compartments, the members of which have

little understanding of what other departments are doing.

At times ir has resulted in the neglect of needs of students

who do not fit into the purposes of the respective depart-

ments.

Tillery (1970) indicates that across the nation

about one-third of the colleges are organized on the basis of

departments only. It is apparent, however, that traditional

, department structures are in for considerable change. In

general, this apparent trend suggests either greater consoli-
.

dation of the several fields of learning in community

colleges or new efforts of coordination across existing

departments by grouping them into larger divisions.

The number of instructional departments is clearly

related to institutional size and by implication to the

comprehensiveness of the educational program, but by no
-

means exclusively so. Some small colleges have large

numbers of departments and some very large colleges have few

departments_ The issue of how many instructional departments

to have is increasingly a reflection of educational

philosophy expressed at a local level.

Interestingly, Tillery (1970) in his study found

that most presidents belieVe there would be a,reduction in

the dagree of responsibility delegated to-departments-were-_ _

their colleges to reorganize.

There appears to be two models of department

chairperson performance: 1. the chairperson, as

17
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I

repre entative; and 2. the chairperson as administrator.

Nicol11 (1971) provides-a-goodanalysis of these two models.

They are presented as follows/in considerable detail since

they represent the essence of the conflict that the

dep rtment chairpersons at Valencia Community College have

experienced. Therefore, the models have direct implications

for the proposed study.

The Representative Chairperson. The ultimate

representative of this model is the chairperson who is

elected by his peers. This'chairperson is the "most equal

among equals." This model dominates in four year colleges

add Universities. The representative chairperson as

--descrtbed-by-Lombardi _419214_4s- charged to preside over

collective decisi.on making, to administer the department in

the faculty's name, and to represent the department and

their interest to the administration. In this model

accountability is to the faculty and noi to the administra-
,

tion.
4,

Siever (1972) points out that the chairperson even

.in the representative model must simultaneousiy nold Che

values of the administration and the faculty to be success-

ful. In essence the (successful representative chairperson

serves as a bridge,between the interests of the faculty and_

the administration.

'The effectiveness )f the reprentative type of

chairperson rests heavily with the style in which the duties

and responsibilities are performed. However:if

18
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responsibilities and tasks are poorly defined, confusion

;results because there is no common set of values accepted by

, the department faculty (Lombardi, 1974). Lombardi further
1

points out that the chairperson may appear to be unrespon-
.

siv to tasks because his value commitment is to another set

of values, and he may be unable to accept an administrative

assignment.- erefore, it is hard, if rot impossible, for

the administration to hold representative type of department

chairperson accountable. This point is the ultimate

conflict in the representative model, for the legitimacy of

any administrative system,rests on the degree to which

administraiors can be held accountable to their superiors

(Lombardi, 1974).

The Chairperson as Administrator. As illuStrated

by' Evans and Neagly (1913) the department chairperson serves,,

as the link between the faculty and the Dean. The job is.a
7

difficult one becausethe chairperson is both a teaching

faculty member and an administrator.

I.

1

\

Welch (1971 4) aptly suggests the role of a first-

line ad4nistrator is a nebulous one. 'In some instittitions

they ilre elected. .In others, they are appointed:by the
1

I

adminis-ra ion. InJ some institutions they are classified--
I

and rei-i facit, Tecod lineiadministrators. In others,
I I

they' are 1 ttl more than lead teachers.
.1

epartment chairpersons, as administrators, are
i I

appointedifrequently on a year-to-year basis by the Board of

Trustees. At Valencia the dean ifiitiates the process by
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recommendatiam to the catilps pv" un.qt and the .provot apo.
trecOmmendation to the presiftle, w,

.klle. appOintment ,is'an

;

Assigned one,-and a chairpek,011 O'N-zesign
h.,4. ad4ni5trative

i'assignment as chairperson w11011 %fbarassment and without
I

1.1.1]...ciMe teachling faculty
Nprejudice to his future rol% ga $

member.

. 1 1In.the chairpersol, ga All,,
% Aniscrator mode-,

/Lombardi (1974) desiiiibes tIle cb$'1,erson as an/administra-
tor appointed by the colleg ild"kkstavion

and directly

1 'acCountable to the administk6ttoo.
.Tr oe performance Af all

/duties and responsibilities -t"re ed. The""airperson as

an administrator represents tMAImiscratic
to the

department faculty rather tiloil r0Psen'cing, :he faculty to

the administration,
tCY i

.Chairpersona normtly,.:

resPonsibilities and characvisfl-\
the c:110wing,

peyi should Proyide

an.effectiVe liaison,betweetA che,,;NirtiotrEition.
and the

department faculty. They shol.djleaciara
izi maintain ng

1

a vital,and educationally sc)404 01Nrtmeotl_program
Y

should be models as- teacher7koh" 'discipline, and

'I'ILenCil administrator of_____
'.they, Should be an'effectiVekloA N
the dapartment-machinery-r4" L974

EV'ans and Neagley 0,971)
rg..,liel,the beit department

chairpersons are usually thoko 1:1%
vi.th graduate cs)ork in

administration and extensive ,veaeD\ e%pere,,c'e

community college. The chal*,gtotA should be an integral

part of the dean's team and Wt1"Nate
1,11 all decisions

20
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regarding the instructional program and faculty planning.

However, at Valencia Community College this may or may not

kbe the case.

Administrative styles in higher education have

roughly followed those of industry over the years. Ilr this/

lay period of several decades, when industry wasaominated

by the empire builders and the captains of industry, these

powerful men sitting as trustees, naturally selected men

like themselves for the presidency and other administrativ/e

roles in colleges. If.autocracy works in a factory, why ot

on campus? Thus, the faculty were often'seen as hired

hands, subordinate_to the whims of the president and other

administrators. The idea that management could be humane

without drawing production was a revolutionary idea which

moved into higher education more slowly than it mOved into

--industry (Hodgkinson, 1971).

Description of the College. Valencia-IJuni r

College Wts organized in February. 7, by the/Ora ge

County Board of Public Instruction ai.d the State B ard of

Education under-author!ty granted by the 1961 sess4.on .of the

Florida Legislature.

In the fall of 1961, the Charter Class/ limited to

freshman students, began classes-in temporary f cilities at

2908 West Oak Ridge Road.

In accordance with state law, the Co lege Advisory,

Committee became the Valencia Junior College 1istrict Board

of Trustees and replaced the Orange County Bo rd Of Public

21
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Instruction as the governing body of the college'on July 1,

1969.

The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools

granted full accreditation to the college in the fall of

1969.

In line with the expanding role of the college in

community education, the name of the college was changed to

Valencia Community College on July 1, 1971.

In September, 1971, the college moved to its first

permanent campus of 185 acres, the West Campus, at 1800 South

Kirkman Road, Orlando. The enrollment on this campus reached

a peak of 6,542 credit students for the Winter session of

1974-75.

In July, 1974, the Open Campus was created. With

its administrative officea located in the college's Downtown

Center, at One West Church Street, the concept of the Open

Campus is to bring needed courses to residents of the college2;-

district by offering a variety of courses and/or programs bear

their homes or places of employment. An additional 5,000

Central Florida'residents were enrolled in non-credit

continuini education courses during the 1974-75 college year

through the Open Campus..

In September, 1975, the college opened its new

East Campus located on an 80 acre site at 701 North

Econlockhatchee Trail.

2 2
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College-WiCle and Campus OrgAizational Structures.

The college-wide organization structure is illustrated by__

the following chart:

Caolpus
Provosts

Board of Trustees

Pres dent

1
Vice

Presidents

I /
Assistiant to
)the Presint

Each of the three campuses of the college are

somewl1g,autoncomous and as a result are organized'different-

ly. The West campus organizational structure is as follows:

Provost

Dean of Academic Affairs Dean of StudeLt Affairs

Department Chairpersons Counseling

Teaching Faculty Student Services

Profile of Department ChairPersons: 'There are 14

departoient chairpersons on the West ca4us of the college,

11 males and three females. Interestingly, all but one of

the department Chairpersons came up.through the ranks: In

others words; 13 were hired first as teaching faculty or in

some other job category. There is considerable difference

in the sizes of departments to be managedranging from 22

members to zero. Only,one of ihe chairperdons has less than
\

two years experience ad a department manager and nine of

them have been with the college as department chairpersons-
,
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for five years or more.

Summary. In summary, the department chairperson

may be a representative or an administrative chairperson.

The essence of the difference between the two ty0-ds-is_the'

accountability, direction. In the representative model, the
4,

chairperson is accountable to the department faculty. In

the administrative model, the chairperson is accountable to

the administation.

At Valencia Community College, the paper organiza-

tion recognizes the administrative model; however, in terms

of behavior and in different degrees of transitions sonm of

the 4hairpersons perceive the representative model as the

ideal model. Consequently, conflicts and management person-

ality style changes have been forced on some chairpersons

because of local environment factois and generalized factors.

Additional Fattoos InflUenting
Management/Personality Styles

Additional factors affectinedepartment chair-
.

persons, which pre both iodal environmental factors and

generalized factors, include increasing 'faculty organization

and the climate for collective bargaining.

In 1974 the Florida Legfalature passed the Florida

Public Employees Relations Act which extended collective

bargaining rights to all public sector employees including

teachers. While Valencia Community College does not

presently have an active faculty union, the faculty are

increasingly interested in the rights and perogatives of

2 4
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faculty. members. During 1974-1975, the faculty addressed

themselves to the questions of collective bargaining by

inviting representatives of various employee groups to speak

to the faculty fotum. Questionnaires and opinionnaires have

been circulated among faculty by faculty forum leaders to

determine the sentimqnt of the facufty toward collective

bargaining.

Chairpersons are called upon to express the

views of the administration towaid collective bargaining.

The collective brzgaining issues tiould seem to have contri-

buted to differences in role.perceptions of the chairpersons

and the faculty and highlight the' conflicts within some

chairpersons_as to their role as managers or as faculty.

Within the state of Florida other community

colleges are involved in union organizing efforts. A

college near Valencia Community College presently is

conducting a card signature campaign -for -iecognition. The

local school system has an active bargaining organization

and has negotiated its first contract under the new Florida

stateqaw.

Definiti-ons

The following definitions are necessary to

underscore the complexity of the problem and to establish

the Semantical parameters for the following section on

methodology.

Department ChairperSon. An administrative

employee appointed on an annual contract and charged to

25
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implement board policieneadministrative decisions,
c4

(Appendix A contains a .prformance laSe-depeription_of'roles

and responsibilities oT "department chairpersons.)

Management Styles. .Forpurposes of this study,

W.J. Reddin's Mandgement St5ile Diagnosis Test (N'SDT) yes

used (1970). Reddin's 3-D Theory of Management Style

Effectiveness deals with relationship orientation, task

orientation, and effectiveness.

Personality Styles. Personality tyPss as defined

by the Myers-Briggs_Type Indicator (MBTI) were utilized.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator,and the Reddin 3-D Management

Style Diagnosis Test (MSDT) are presented in greater detail

in Chapter 3 in an analysis of the management styles of the

. research group.

Environmental Factors. ,Environmental factors are

defined for purposes of-this study as'those situational and

people-oriented factors which affect the management /person-

ality style of the department chairperson?. Ths section on
0

methodology describes the various situational factors which

are both planned and unplanned for the study.-

Assumptions

1. The instruments used measure, management/

personality ityles.

2. The persons. whO completed the questionnaire

and interview forms do so accurately in terms of real

'knowledge in their areas.

'.(
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3: The management training activities olved
%

addressed the, same areas as covered by the survey instruments

,

.' 4. 1* changes:in management/personality styles

are the result of the management training activities and nof

.resultant frobi extraneous uncontrolled factdis.

16

5. The measured differences in management/

personality styles have implications for improving management
, -

techniques through:Internal analysis.and evaluations.

SUMMARY

ThiS chapter stated the purpose of the study: to

analyze chages in management/personality_styles*Of Valencia
4

Community College department chairpersons resultant from

increased,faculty organization, potential,coliective

bargaining, and.an increased emphasis on the management role

of department ghairpersons.

"Trile,bAa.grollndand..rellieWaliterature.VMd
a

presented under two major headings: Local Environmental
,,,,..

Fadtdrs Calling.for.the Study, and Generalized Factorg

Affecting'Need for tbe:Studr.
7..''A.i .1,

cp
, ,

4 -,

- ..

27
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Chapter 2

MAjOR ISSUES, PROBLEMS, RESEARCH
QUESTIONS, AND METHODOLOGY

Chapter 2 presents the Major issues, problems,

reseatch questions, and methodology of the study.

Relevant literature is presented which elaborates.the

resc.lrch problem of the study and establishes the research

paraMeters for the-study. Additional literature describes

the rationale for the research methodologies of the study.

MAJOR ISSUES AND.PROBLEMS.
OF THE PROPOSED STUDY

The new managers, department chairpersons, at

Valencia Community College have been in a time period in

which the values and acceptable modes of behavior were un-

clear and weie chavging. Although,the tradition of

administration at the college was young, the new managers had

learned to behave within
e

its.parameters as faculty/department

chairpersons. Rapid changes in faculty attitudes, possible

collective bargaining processes, recent court decisions

dealing with the due proce'es rights of faculty, and new

expected modes of behavior forced the college managers to

reexamine personal roles'in,the collegeand the means of
P

dealing with the faculty of tlu! college,

17
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In essence, the problem of this study, as noted in

Chapter 1, is as follow's:

In what ways and h'oWare the'management/
A:sersonality styles of department chair-
persond_being changed by environmental
factOrs.affecting-thm

The Research"Hypothesis
^

Stated in the conventional null form, the

hypothesis of the proposed study is as follows:

Hypothesis' 1. There is no change in the manage-

ment/personality styli, of department chairpersons as

affected by environmental factors.

Alternative Hypothesis. There is a,change in the

management/personality styles of department chairpersons as

affected by environmental factors.

METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES OF DATA

As an introduction to methodology and data-

sources, the following_narratiVe-describing research

orientation and background is presented'.

Qtmsi-Experimental and
Experimental Research

'Campbell and Stanley (1966)in a small monograph

described quasi and experimental research designs. The

thesis of their monograph was that experimentations in

education was most often quasi-experimental since the

studies were conducted in the human laboratory, and all

variables could not be controlled. This study makes no

29
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pretense of being experimental; however, it utilizes'the

rigors of the experimental method to control as far as

possible t#e validity of the study. The study utilized the
-

classic pretest/posttest approach with "a contr.1 group.
1

Schematically the research strategy appears as follows:

Group A 0 X 0

Group B 0 0

0 = Measurement

X = Treatment

The classic pretest/posttest model is altered in

this study since there is no single pretest, no single post-

Group A

Group B

Study GrOtp

Control Group

test, and no single treatment.

appears as follows:

Group, A 01. 02

Group B

The model as modified

X1_5 X6_n 04 05

2 ,
6_n 04 05 ,

Disttstion. Group A\consists of the subjects,

,departMent chairpersons. Group Biconsists of other
1

comparable level administratott and faculty members. Both
1 '

groups are approximate in size.i,

The premeasures consi\st of the Myers-Briggs

'ripe Indicator (01 04) and the Management Style Diagnosis

Test (02 & 05). 03 & 06 consist of syitematic interviews by

the investigator on an interview schedule.

The treatment X1_5 is the planned treatment. X6_n

3 0
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are the unplanned situational and'personal relationships

which were measured and which had an effpct upon the manage-

ment/personality styles of the administrators. "The control

group did not receive the planned treatment; however,

unplanned treatments may have.affected them.

Planned Treatment

Five specific training'and change strategies were

utilized during the study to upgrgde management effective-

ness of department chairpersons. The training program

.involVed the following major components: Roles and

Responsibilities of Department Chairpersons; Management

Styles of Department Chairpersons; Legal Responsibilities of

Department Chairpersons; Human Relations and Effective

Management; and Management in a Legalistic Environment.,

Each of the training components are discussed below:

Roles and Res onsibilities of De artment Chair-
\

persons) As an 'initial activity in management development

with the chairpersons, a description of the roles and

responsibilities of the chairpersons was developed.

Although the description was not specifically modeled after

an MBO system, it did lend itself to that format. The

-development of the document included a committee of

chairpersons and was accepted by the total group. The

-document represented the first attempt at the college to

systematically define roles and responsibilities of

department chairpersons. The document is included in

1.
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'Management Styles of Department Chairpersons. The

training activities in this component were primarily self

analysis of style's with discussion with peer chairpersons,

the dean of academic affairs and the campus provost. To

assist the staff in understanding their existing management

styles, two instrumentS were used: the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator (KBTI) anclithe 3-D Theory Management Style-
;

Diagnosis Test tMSDT). Both instruments were self-

administered. The Management Style Diagnosis Test was

self-graded, while the Myers-Briggs were computer graded at

the University of Florida.

Legal Responsibilities of Department Chairperson's.
a

Department chairpersons were oriented to the legal responsi-

bilities and implications -of first line administrators. The

training was conducted by the vice president for administra-

tion in a series of presentations and discussions in a

classroom setting. Contedt in the training program included

due process procedures, management in a collective-bargaining

environment, and decision making in terms of legal ramifica-

tions. Recent court cases dealing with faculty and student

due process and affirmative action'cases were of particular

interest.

Human Relations and Effective Management. A

hUman relations training session was conducted by the Dean

of Academic Affairs and the Chairman of the Equal Access/

Equal Opportunity College Committee. The focus of the

32,
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training sessions was on'fleveloping meaningful relatiOnships

loetween administrators and minority employees, majority

emploYees and students, and the role Of the department
,

chairpersons In piomoting good relationships within the

department staff. The state-wide Equal Access/Equal

Opportunity Report served as an initial focus for the

trainihg in these activities.

Management in a Legalistic Setting. This.training

activity was conducttd by a trained specialist in labor/

management relationships. The training consisted of a one

day session designed to cover, the role of the department

chairperson in a unionized situation and the changing roles

and responsibilities of chairpersons. It oriented the

department chairpersons to their legal and effective madage-

ment roles in the present environment. ,

Critical Events (Treatments X6_n)

Seven unplanned treatments which occurred during

study were identified as being relevant and important in the

management development of the chairpersons. Although the

concept, critical event, is used to describe the situations

which occurred, the situations occurred over several weeks or

even months. Therefore each critical event actually repre-

sents a seiies of events and circumstances which culminated

in an impact on department chairpersons and affected their

roles as department chairpersons.

Narrative descriptions were developed which

3 3
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described the critical events and which' provide insights into
I

the impact of the event on the department chairpersons as

"individual& ..aid the-department chairpersons as a group.. In

September the dedn of academic affai1r's who serves as the
l

direct supervisor of department chairpersons and the campus

provost independently rat( :the effectiveness of the chair-

:Tersons in each of the seven critical events. .The

independent ratings made on a scale of one to five (five =

most effective) were averaged to provide a quantifiable

measure of the effectiveness of chairpersons as individuals

aneas a group in terms of the critical events. The results

of the ratings are presented in Chapter Three.

Since the critical events contributed to the

overall management environment,which developed at Valencia

Community College as well as the planned treatments, a brief

description of each of the seven unplanned critical events

(treatments) follows:

Critical Event 1, Statewide Budget Cut. Early in

the second session of the school year, the college, as were

all state agencies, was instructed by the,State Division of

Community Colleges to reduce its operating budget by 3.37g.

The reduction at Valencia Community College amounted to

$161,000. Since a high percentage of the college's budget

was in fixed costs such as salaries and utilities, department

chairpersons were instructed to reduce department budgets by

257 in order to achieve the $161,000 budget,reduction.

In terms of past practice chairpersons have been

34
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,administratively responsible for 04aL1ment
,

H

'II

expenditure overruns by individUal 1.ep rtme
.i

absorbed'by,,the total coPega. An ioveall
,.. .

!I ' ' 1 :'of past practiced in budifet Manage ent was,!:, ,
'paternalism. bythelFinance c)ffice ,n assia

in the management, 0f'departMenthu wilts. mid
,

i
i 1 1

! i 'il
instructed by th' .eimptses's new administr

reduce budietS .ivet' manner]thatiwouid

,

I

J
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; however,

een

riZation

en nce andr.
in' 4. ch4irersona

4- 1.

a , I

detrimental to t e dertment's iistructiqna

chairpersims were placed'in a SitUation
/

! /from their previoUs experience at the in

Chairparsons wsre requested to 01

.

facultyfin making deciaions as to whatliortios

depar,nt budget's w0Uld beireducad. rhe efife,t,

the chairpersonai varied frgm acti1,1 i* mp tiaon.
/

. I

1

directive to indction requiring the de n to ke the

decisi!ons for the, chairpersons. Examples/ ofiprohlems which

emerged from theisituation included action by th .faculty

forum, campus organization, questioning total co1lege
I

fo'e When

fi adto

east

gram, the-4-''-

di).ferenti:

Ij
qt tir

he'

venpss df
11

of tha It

!

expenditure practices to department faculty making
.

recommendation as tc how maintenance and ground crews coulcil
l<

be reduced to reduce budgets. The role

in this criticl event seems to have

of the chairperson

centered on leadershi

in directing the attention of the department faculty to

dealing with' reductions. within their instructional areas and
/

in communicating that all areas of the college were reduc ng

their budgets. Consequently in the effectiveness rating on

35
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1

lithis critical event, the role of the faculty in the

/department was an important factor in assessing the

/

effectiveness of the chairpersons in leadership.

25

Critical Event 2, 1975-76 Budget Preparation. The

I preparation of the 1975-76 budgets by chairpersons was

unusual for two reasons. The first and perhaps most

important, was the drastic limitations in funding by the

state legislature. A second reason was the active involve-

ment of the campus provost and dean in reviewing and

participating' in budget preparation. The involvement of the

dean and provost was different, for in the past chairpersons

had either worked directly with the Finance Office or had

received a prepared budget from the Office with limited

partitipation by the.chairpersons.- The '75-76. budget,

preparation also marked the first time that the concept

multicampus had meaning, for college fund's whiCh had

6.

traditionally been allocated to one campus were now being

appropriated to three campuses.

Instructions to chairpersons in terms of faculty

involvement at the department level followed a similar
1

fOrmat to the budget reduction. Chairpersons were asked to

raleaningfufly involve all faculty in developing the instruc-
1

tional budgets. Overall the chairpersons were extremely

effective in involving their faculties, and the general

spirit of the campus faculty was supportive of the budget

proccgs in terms of the instructional budgets, especially

when the reduced available funds was considered.

6
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A situation which complicated the budgeting 'protess

was the lack of involvement of the faculty in the total
1

college budget which ihcluded faculty salaries, benefits, and

other college-wide concerns. Consequently whereas the

faculty received the opportunities for input and review in

department budgets and received feedback as to final budget

levels, they did not receive feedback in the college-wide

budget, which included salaries, until one hour prior to its

approval by, the.Board of Trustes.

,ChairpersonS and other campus administrators were

immediately faced With a situation which had turned from

positive feeling about instruction budget preparation to

extremely negative feeling on the personnel area of the

total college-wide budget. Faculty members and the faculty

forum reacted negatively to the total budget, and the

critical event emerged as one of thq major rallying points

for.union organization on the campus. Consequently

chairpersons were placed in a situation of havingftto defend

a college-wide budget from 0=leir position of administrators

while they as individuals may have shared the same frus-

trations of the faculty-in the process which had occurred.

In terms of rating the effectiveness of

irpersons in this critical event, criteria such as

volvement of faculty in the preparation of the

instructional budgets, the planning and organizing the

budget for presentation to the dean, and the understanding

of the total college position with rega-rd to ehe reduction of

37
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state fufids was ush in assessing the effectiveness of the

chairpersons.

Critical Event 3 Multi-ampua Relationshies.

This evient is ictually a succession of developments

throughout the study whiCh provide insight in the development

of chairpersons as instructional managers with the

organization of a dingle campus within a multicampus

organization. During the studi period, the East Campus was

under construction,and the Open Campus and the West Campus

were functioning campuses. The Open Campus operated a

campus in the community taking instructional programs to

numbers of centers throughout the service district:

Chairpersons were involved in assigning instructors to teach

iethe Open Campus in cooperation with the Open Campus

administration.

Several conflicts developed in:the ar a of multi-

campus relationships. Some chairpersons que7tione the

concept of the Open Campus'and the instructional quality of

programs operating in different parts of the district. Small

enrollment's in oif campus classes bothered chairPersons who

did not allow small,c/asses to run on the carpus.. Chair-
-

personsfelt that a double standard existed in which the Open

Campus could take some instructional management liberties

that were unavailable to the campus-based chairptrsons.

In an effort to reduce conflicts and problems, the

chairpersons developed a Cross-Campus Coordination document

early 'in the school year to clearly define areas of

38
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responsibility between the Open Eind the West ampuses. The

document provides guidance for both campuses akd reduced areas

of conflict. N\

Another area of cross campus concern wail in
%).

advising the East CaMpus provost concerning the instructional

programs of the East Campus. The East Campus provost

actively sought and received the assisEance of the

chairpersons in drawing educational specifications,

determining equipment and planning curricula offering. In

terms of development, chairpersons were forced to the

realization that alt ough they were actively used as
ft

consultants, they co ld not actually make decisions as.to the

direction 'n which,t e East Campus instructional programs

. would deve op. Consjequently this posed conflict problems for

some of the chairpe sons who felt that the East Campus wasAiV_
actually an extensI n of thb vxisting campuS and thst the '

instructional progr s of. the campus should,be-MOdeled after

the department's programs on the West Campus.

In terms of assessing the development and

effectiveness of chairpersons in'a multicampus environment,

'areas of interest and criteria included the degree to which

ihe chairpersons accepted the philosophy of a multicampus

organization and the degreetO which they, cooperated in the

development of the multicaffipus structure. An additional
1.

intereSt area was the imageportrayed to:faculty by the

chairperson as a supporter of the multicampus.concept. For
e!

as administrators chairpersons w e expected to be supportive

39
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of the concept and to effectively communicate with faculty
1

memb;ers concerning the devaopment of the college into a

multisampus institution.

Critical Event 4, Word Processing System. Early,

in the school year, the West Campus began exploring the

feasibility:of implementing a word processing system on the

campus to increase secretarial support to faculty and

administrators. Departments had grown in size'and

additional suPPort was needed primarily in typing support

for teaching faculty members. The,Word Processing
-

Feasibility Study involved two distinct phases: an

initial survey of staff needs in terms of typing and

administrative aupport and an in-depth study of actual

present support practices.

As a resultof.the studies the West Campus

contlitted,itself to implement a'word processing system and

the system of support was designed. In essence the system
,,

involved the grouping of secretarial support and placing .

supervision, of secretarial'support under a word processing

Manager. This system was opposite.of the traditional

practice of okne secretary to each administrator.

As a result of word processing, the department
. ,

chairpersons were pleased with the potential of increased

support for teaching faculty; however ome chairpersons as

well as other campus administrators objected to losing their

own secretary and to losing supervision responsibility over

the secretary.

4 0
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Faculty.tetbers.reactiona to .:Word4rocessing'aeeir

'ta,reflece the attitude taken by the.dePartment chairperson
. .in each department. Consequently effectiyeneSSAn this

.-
critiCal event centered around not onlytheqeadership and.

-.

sUpport of the.chairperson., but also the-attitudes expressed

"by the department facUlty.

-Critical Event 5, Space Utilization Study. Early

in the school year, chairpersons were asked to make

recommendation s. for space to be rennovated upon the,

completion of two additional buildings on campus. Faculty

recommendations were solicited by chairpersons and recommen-
,

dations were prepared for presentation Ito the academic

affairs staff (chairpersons and the dean of academic
b

affairs).

This event served as a catalyse in the development

of the chairpersons for,after pre-denting department

'recommendations, they aa'a group were askea to list in

priority order the department recommendations and develop a

staff recommendation for the provost. Consequently

chairpersons werelorced to.move beyond a department

perspectiVe to:a,campus'lide perspective

EVOnt'6,-1975-76EntiolIment Caps. Due

to the funding level for.the 1975-76 salml year, the

college was restricted,on the number of Audents that

could be served-during'the school year 1975-76.

Consequently department chairpersona were required to pkep4e

7the SessionI schedule (1975-76)-in the spring based on

1

4 1
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assigned FTE within discipline categories. The enrollment

cap required the college to turn away students who applied

for admission after the caihas been reached, and it also
_ ...

required the chairpersons to make instrugtional decisions as

to course priorities.

Therefore chairpersons were faced with problems

arising from faculty members' vested interest in selected

courses, faculty and student dissatisfaction with increased

clast sizes,
1

demands by students fOr adMission to classes

needed for graduation, and a reduced number of opportunities

for adjunct instructor-s to teach and for full time

instructors to teach overloads.

As a result of these pressures, chairpersons

were forced to deal with many different types of concerns and
r.

to defend their position and the college's position. On a

persoftal level chairpersons may have resented the directives

which allowed occupational areas to grow while the

traditional transfer program was decreased; however they were

not allowed to share these feelings since their role as

administrators required their support of college practices.

Consequently the enrollment cap surfaced concerns of

chairpersons and tested some commitments to the comprehensive

community college open door concept.

In terms of rating effectiveness, the manner in

which chairpersons were able to schedule classes wi,hin the

enrollment cap, the manner, in which they were able to deal

with students, faculty, and staff, and the manner'in which

4 2
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they related to fellow chairpersons and the deaa of academic

affairs provide the basis for effectiveness rating.

,CriticalYEVent:.7,* Transfer of Faculty tothe East

Campus. Although decisions as to what faculty members

would be transfered to the new campus occurred in the spring

of 1975, the actual transfer did not take plaCe until late .

August of 1975. This transfer and the events leading to it

is listea as a separate critical incident since it provided

further insights into the chairpersons development in terms

of administration in a multicampus college. Concerns ranging

from allowing transfer faculty to have copies of department

examinations to a fear that the new campus would take budget

funds away from the West Campus existed among some chair-

persons. Additionally some chairpersons continued to try to

-exercise administrative supervision over the transfered

faculty and their prograMs.N

Effectiveness rating was done on the basis of

support extended to transfer faculty and the new East campus

administration while recognizing that supervision was no

longer appropriate for chairpersons;

Summary. The unplanned treatments cbmbined with

the planned treatments reinforced the changing emphasis in

the role of the department chairpersons'and provided further

impetus for the study.
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erimentaI and-Correlational
pproatfieato the Study
of Behavior.

In terms of further. elaboration and.defense of the

. study and methodOlogy, the following discussionAs provided.

Frederiksen, Jensen, and Beaton (1972), published a book

titled Prediction of Organizational Behavior. The focus of

the book was on how to predice behavior of organizations and

inaividuals within organizations under different situations

or circumstances. The book served as an excellent guide to

the study in terms of methodology and rationale.

Briefly, two main schools of psychological

research are posited: one school:is the experiential

school and,the second is the correlational school., The

experiential approach involves controlled laboratory lettings

in which the situations are altered and the effects on the

subjects are measured: Obviously, in the uman laboratOry

this method is oftentimes impossible to achieve since the'

subject itself may be the source of error. In correlational

psychology the researcher is interested in variables in which

there are individual differences. Therefore, what is the

source of error in the experiential school is the source of

study in the correlational school (1972).

The study of changes in management/personality

styles involved correlational analysig. The unplanned treat-

ments involved critical situations or critical events. The

manner'in which the department chairpersons as individuals

related to the situation was correlated with their

4 4
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management/personality styles.

The effects of the planned treatments was measured

against group means and individual means and tested with the

t test for signific e of measured changes. The

correl9nsetween management styles and situations/events

wasitermined by using the Pearson product-Moment

correlation coefficient.

Schematically, the statiatical testing appears as

follows:

-n 06

05 t test of mean differences

4° .05

Pearson product-moment correla-
tion coefficient

Procedural Methods

The following procedural methods Were completed in

order to address the research hypothesis:

1. Development of a Management/Personality Style

Profile. 'In January, the Myer's-Briggs and the Management

Style Tests were administered to Group'A and B. A profile

was developed combining the two tests; The profile was both

descriptive and numerical for correlational purposes.

2. Conducted the first round of interviews prior

to the initiation of treatment.

3. Initiate treatment.

4. Maintained narrative log of critical

situations and events.
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5. Rated the effectiveness of each chairperson

under common critical/events and circumstances; unplanned

treatments, and analyze,through correlational analysis.

6. Administered measurement instruments to

determine affects of treatment.

Time Line. The following time line describes

schematically the chronological progression .s,f the $tudy.

Group A.

Group B .02

x
1-5,

6-n

-(Analysis
and report.
Writing)
(Analysis-
and report
Writing)

35

Jan. 1975 Feb. Mar. Apr.- Aug. Sept: Oct.

Interviews. Department chairpersons participated

in two rounds of interviewing. The first interview occured

at the initiation of the study and the second round occured

at the conclusion of the study. Each chairperson was

interviewed from an established interview schedUle which

called for responses to six open ended questions which were

as follows:

1. Has yOur role changed at Valencia Community

College in the last two years? (Six'months for the second

interview.)

2. -Has your perception of yourself changed in

the past two years? (Six months for Second interview.)

3. Do you consider Valencia Community College's

,emphasis on administration management to be positive or

46
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negative:

Community.

making to

two years?

a. in terms of faculty;

h.. in terms of Students;

c: in terms of other .administrators.

4. Mhat major problems do you see at Valencia

College in terms of first line managers?

5. .Do you consider your imput into decision

be effe ive and meaningful?

6. What do you think your job wi1. be like in

' Each interview was conducted in the department

chairperson's office and was taped with the permission of

the chairperson. After the interview a transcription was

made of the entire interview. The transcription was

organized.to enable the responses of each person to each

question to be analyzed in terms of the total group and to

allow the identification of common responses and common

concerns. The same technique was used in the second round

of interviewing to allow analysis of responses in terms of

changes between the first and second interviews.

SUMMARY

Chapter 2 has presented the major issues of the

study, the.research questions, the research hypothesis, and

the methodology of the study. Additionally the research'

group, control group, instruffients, and testing procedures

were presented.

4 7
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Chapter 3

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS-OF FINDINGS

As described in the methodology section of Chapter

2, sources of data to determine the effect of environmental

factors on the ilinagement/personaiity styles of Valencia

Community College Department Chairpersons included the use

of inventory instruments-: The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

(MBTI) and the Reddin 3-D Theory of Management Style

Diagnosis Test (MSDT), pre and post interviews with the

department chair persons, and rating of the effectivenEss of

the chairpersons on each' of the unplanned treatments

(critical events). Consequently the data collected

consisted of transcribed narratives of interviews with e4ch

of the chairpersons, pre and post measures on the Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator and the Reddin 3-D Theory Management

Style Diagnosis Test, narrative descriptions of critical

events, a summary effectiveness rating by the Dean of

Academic Affairs and the Provost, and narrative notes

describing critical eventsand other factors which might

have effected the management/personality styles of

department chairpersons.

The diverse and substantial data:collected to

analyze zhanges in management styles is organized for
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presentation in this chapter to provide a conceptual frame-

work for unaerstanding the impact that environmental and

generalized factors have had 'on department chairpersons.

such, the chapterscontains nartative description to

illustrate the appropriateness of the data to support the

summary and conclusiohs of the study as presented in

Chapter 4.

The chapter ii organized into the following

sections: Changes as Identified by Department Chairpersons,

Analysis of Changes using the MBTI and MSDT, Impact of

Management Training as Measured by MBTI ana MSDT, and

Effectiveness of Department Chairperson Management. Each

section serves as a major division of the chapter and

contains descriptive material to demonstrate the

significance of the study. Where appropriate statistical

testing-is reported. A final section, Hypothesis Testing,

restaies the research hypothesis and presents the diverse

data calling for its acceptance or its rejection..

CHANGES AS IDENTIFIED BY
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS

s. a result of the interviews several changes

were identified by the chairpergons and are presented as

follows:

Change One: Change in
Role, Definition

Twelve of the 14 chairpersons perceived the most
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drastic change at Valencia Community College as the

definitional change in the role of the department

chairperson from a faculty'member with administrative

duties to an admfnistrator with teaching duties.

Examples of the change in role definition as perceived by

chairpersons are illust-7ated with direct quotes from the

interview transcription:

In my case it has been a gradual shift over
probably about seven years, but I can look over the
last two or three years and see more recent things.
There has been a general increase of responsibility
through, somewhat of an effort to let department
chairman assume some responsibilities.

Yes, my role has changed. Several reasons for
this---the change in positive administration at the
top of the administrative level. Our roles have
been much more clearly identified in'the'entire
administrative structures.

I see my role changed significantly in the
past two years from the primary role of instructor
to the role of administrator and instructor.

...we have been moved up to administration
officially and before we were neither fish,nor fowl.

I have the feeling now that I am more of an
administrator than I was before. There is more
emphasis on our job ,of administration than before.

It has changed completely. Because two years
ago, I became a department chairperson,: So I went
from an instructor to an adMinistrator and although
I was an area coordinator I was actually still in
the role of faculty so it meant a lot of new
experiences, a lot of watching other people, a
of listening; and taking"a whole new role.

The change in role definition occured when all

,chairpersons were officially made administrators in 1973.

39

Prior to this change, department chairpersons had served as

_faculty members and part-time administrators, but on a

5 0
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faculty contract and eligible to participate in all faculty,

affairs. As a result of the afpointment to administration,

the chairpersons became ineligible to participate in,the

Faculty Forum whieh sharpened the distinction between chair-

persons and the teaching faculty.

The identification of this role change by the
1

department chairpersons is extremely significant for it

underscores the acceptance on their part of the

responsibilities and duties expected by the college.

Although this perception on the part of chairpersons does

not lend itself to quantification and in turn to statistical

documentation,it serves as a major underpinning of the

findings and conclusion of the study, for without this

recognition on the part of,the study group the management

dyvelopment of the college would be severely curtailed.

Whereas the department chairpersons as a group

'perceived themselves in a new role, individual differences

were observable ift terms' of dealing with different

situations as will be discussed later and the adjustMent to

the new tole also had variation.

In the second round ofanterViewing department

chairpersons addressed themselves to role changes in.the last
et,

six months. As a group the responses underscore the

chairpersong perception of themselves as administrators.

For example, the following direct quotatiions illustrate the

changes:

51
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think to the extent that-thej-administative
side of instruction and the management has become
heavier and heavier and this takes more of my. time.
I see myself a little further:kaway fram my people
in planning over my shoulder and planning through
them. The emphasis has been shifting a little
more toward the administrative side.

Yes, due'to the fact that the emphasis has
been on the chairperson to think of himself as a
front line administrator. I've probably started
thinking a lot more in terms of an administrator
than in terms of being an instructor. Always .

before, six or eight months ago, when the term
"occupation" came up, I always put down "teacher".
Now, I have to try and think a bit because of the
relationship, but more than lust a teaCher ell the
way, think along the lines of an adminiatrator._

I believe we as administrators have been
forced to be a little more Cautious, to separate
ourselves Almost totally from instructors
although we alr are instructors, our main role has
been ;that of administrator. ,That is ihe basic
'change that has taken place.

\

I think I am continually growing and there
are a lot of administration aspects I am still
very much in the dark about but am constantly
amazed that I can grasp it .as well as I have.
When you move from an instructor into an adminis-
trative position, there'is a lot to be found out
primaiily one of growing experience.

With the change in role perception department

chairpersons became more cognizant of increased

responsibilities and expectation by the college.

Consequently the second major change is the area of increased

Change TWO% Increased Role
Responsibility and Expectations

A secon4 area of major gange as identified by

departmpnt chairpersons is,increased role tesponsibility and

increased administrative expectations. Prior to becoming
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administrative officers, chairpersons did not have budget

responsibilities, supervision respondibilities except in a

suggestive vein, hiring responsibilities, and

responsibilities In insuring that college policied and_

procedures were followed. After their administrative

appointments, chairpersons not only were given these

responsibilities, but they also became accountable for their.

actions: Additionally chairpersons when they were on a

faculty appointment served a liaison function between the

Dean of Academic Affairs and the faculty and seldom were in a

decision making capacity such as adding additional classes to

the course schedule, cancelling classes with low enrollments,

and regulating the expenditure of funds to support a

department's total instructional budget.

Changes in rola responsibility and role

expectation is best illustrated by quotes from chairpersons

dealing Tlith the areas of decision making and participation

in a,dministrative affairsl

I think possibly the role his changed in the
fact that I have responsibility of seeing that
the faculty carry oue the college policies and to
ensure that for the most part we as a faCulty and
myself as chairman support college philosophy and
_implement the,policies. As an instructor I just
had the responsibility, individually, of doivg
this but department chairman I have the role
of making/the-Attempt of seeing that the depart--
ment as a body ambraces those policies.

...my role was"to see that certain things -
were done'that I didn't want to do, but it was,
still an adminrstrator.carrying out the policies
of the college with a little more severity to it.
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I have the feeling now, that I am more of an
administrator than I was before. There is more
emphasis,on our job of administration-than before.
have more responsibility of being a liaison

'Jetween the higher administration and the tea=
chers. I always have idea of going to the
teachers and tell them we have done this, we have
decided this, not that the administration has
decided. I feel that I have something to say--to
do with the policy making.

a,

Change Three; Change in the
Accountability Referent ,

As presented in the review of literature in

Chapter 2, department chairpersons tend to follow one of two

accountability models: the representative chairperson who is I
_

accountable to the faculty or the administrative model where
,

,

the chairperan is accountable to the college°administration..

Although all'aof Valencia Community College's chairpersons
i

were appointed b the college administration, several of them

reflect the representative chairperson model in their deal-

ings with their aculty and with other administiators. Three

of the 14 chairpersons appear to follow the representative
.

model while the remaining 11 follow the administrative model.

Examples of the different orientations to the accountability

referent are illustrated with the following interview data:

Typical responses of chairpersons who follow the

representative model are as follows:

I see myselfAs more of a buffer between
administration and faculty where as before these
types of tlhings did not seem to matter as much as
being concerned with classroom instruction, etc.,
rather than the department as a whole.
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- I am first a teacher. Besides that, I believe
I can be a good administrator. I. can handle my
faculty, and I can relate to the admin4tration,
and I can handle the communications things between
the two different areas. I see more and more my
role as a department chairnian' as just that -- the
role of communications. I enjoy my experiences
with the students, seeing them grow, and I enjoy,
getting things through -- the sense of accomplish.-
ment.

Whereas three of the 14 chairpersons have been

identified as foiloWing the representative model, all of the

chairpersons exhibited some of these characteristics in some

fashion over the study period. However, all of the

chairpe7sons verbalized their perceptions of themselves as

being administration oriented as discussed in change 1.

In contrast to the representative model, the
,

following quotes are presented:

'The emphasis I give has changed a bit in
away from instructor-student close,relationship
and association to a management-working relation-
ship with the instructors. U.

Yes, I used to think of myself as a teacher-- .

not an administrator. Started here with the school
and with the ,' department. I wanted the
department to-TillWith ideas I've had all my life.
Wanted it to run properly and that's why I applied
for the position. What I had in mind originally,
I've certainly changed'some of my ideas. All
teachers don't operate as I do. They all want to\
take responsibility to do things and I cannot turn
evetything over, to them. In the beginning, I
believe 1 gave my instructors more freedom than I
have lately. The department is still free--the
decisions are mine, the department knows they are
min.

It has been defined for us what an administra-
to,: is, the function being caref.,11y spelled out in
the legal implications so that rather than ohe who
is representing his or her peers you are instead
represen'An the administrative point of view
whelJter it s from middle admimistration or

5.5
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cabinet point of view. We have to do this, with
the dictates of this memo or ruling or whateVer,
and that automaticallY changed'from the more
traditional concept of the chairMan from one,
-.elected from his peers into one who represent's a
little diffeFent attitude. You still have the'
same-concerns since_ you are .stilI a teacher while,
being responsibl.e for your department. There is
aJegal distinction but thereis alao the kind of '
two part business .whete your responsibilities are
defined.within the. management structure

The 'change in orientation from representative to

administration is a significant change espeCiall'when it is

considered that 12 of the 14 chairpersOns.first served as

faculty/department chairpersons until 1973. Only'two

chairpersons in the study-group were employed from outside
,

of the college, the remaining 12 were firat faculty,,members-,:,

then representative chairpersonS, and then.in 1973

administrators.

45'

Change Four: Changes in Understanding
the Administrative and Ilanagement
Ptotess

\
,

VhereaS, the first three\changes evolved over
I

several years, the Changes in understandinrr the administra-
,

\.
tive and management process appear have been a resUlt Of

. .

the treatments and experiences Auxin the-Study period. The

changes occured in terms of increased ,anderstanding of the
\

complexities of administrative requirements and parameters -

and increased appreciation for management skills tn. dealing

with faculty members and involving persOnnel in decision

making and in management.

For example some of the chairpersons responded as

follows:
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I've come-to valUe what consigtency Means
because I've been more concerned with thataspeCt
of administration now3 and.before:I became:.a:'
,chairman I was putting people:in afighbrii4T7
examining them, giving yet-At
the Same'time hoping they M,intained, Conaistency,
-so that I Could' depend' on t'em an&Maintaima
feeling Of sechrity knowinethat whatever the
faculty did'I could 4epen4 on them.

Some, of the federal considerations I. became
aware of,thit we're having to work'underwith the,
hiting',/whith I was never-aWAre of .:before.One
thing strikes me from the manageMent idea is the,
again outside of what my roleAshspecifiCally.,
the legalistic focus that eduCatiOn is. having to
operate within. I have hever-been.So aware of it'
Ond::i.t haabeen interesting_

. ,
.

. .

I think my thinking iS more in line with.
what I perceive is-an administratOr, to give a
certain.atount of direction but nOi orders. I've
learned to.subordinate. my own feelings as to What
should be done but reMaining extremely objective
when presenting the material I am-to present.
This sometimes throws the departMent into-A loop
so that Tcan get as mUch.respOnse from the-

.

department itself because if indeed I indicate
rather strongly a point of' view, they have the
tendency\ta close, one eye and give me a beady-eye
stare to try.to find out what they-are supposed
to agree,with me on or clam up. completely because

,

they have decided the decisiOn has already been
2 made. Someof our faculty feel they are not

involved th decision making--most of these are
aCtive in faculty forum. -If I read my faculty
right One of the acComplishments I've made in
the past tWoyears has been to gain their trust
beCause of my consistency. I am more open, more
Confident

1

\
1

.
.

,

Qhaitpersons appear to have become aware of the
,

\legaI;implications oUthe7position of departMent chairpersona
1 /

uring the six month stUdy period.- The.increased awareness

was' robably a direct result of the management training

SeASions dealing rith legal parameters of MeaSurement and

the'implications and constrainta of working in a potential
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collective bargaining environment. 44,

Another interesting developMent.in this area of.

change was found in the relationships of chairpersons to

other administratbrs such as administrators in the financial

affairs of the college, facilities, registration, and

counseling. .In response to the interview dealing with the

perception of management by other administrators, the

following comments were typical:

I cannot see that it is anything but positive..
From the president right on down, and we see more
of him,and he is certainly positive about every-
thing about administrative decisions and policies.

I think top administrators have emphasized our
part in recommending policy, etc. I feel personal-
ly much more secure in making comments and in no
way feel threatened and feel comfortable in
suggesting changes. I feel part of the team and
pretty secure.

I have to feel positive if the administrators
above me think of me as being a part of their
group. Whereas before, the chairperson was more
in-the group of a faculty person since we still
had teaching responsibilities.

The chairpersons have' more'to say--t
Academic Affairs staff meetings have really
improlied things without being so formal as th

,

Curriculum and Instruction Committee. This s run
extremely well and the arguments we.have d9 clear .

the air and we can commtnicate better bac at the
department.

In summary, chairpersons appear o have developed

a sense of comradeship and teamwork with ther administrators

of the college. This identification furt er underscores the

department chairpersons perception of themselves as

administrators within the college.

5 8
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ANALYSIS OF CHANGES USING THE MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE
INDICATOR AND THE. REDDIN 31)11ANAGEMENT.

STYLE'DIACTOSIS TEST

48

The following sectionudescribes the findings as

identified'by the MBTI and the MSDT. The data is presented 'Y

with narrative description to illustrate the possible

relationships in changes in management/personality styles to

the changes as ident!fied by the department chairpersons and

the study.

The data presented is based on the posttest

measures of both the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and

the Reddin 3-D Management Style Diagnosis Test (MSDT). Data

on the pre and post test is presented in the linal section
1

of the chapter dealing with hypothesis testing.

Pre'sentatiori and Analysis of
'MBTI Data

Myers (1970) explains that.the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator is concerned with the valuable differences in

personality that result from the way people perceive-and the

.way they judge. People have two opposite ways in which they

become aware of things--through the senses and through

intuition. They also have two opposite ways of judging

things,--by thinking and by feeling. All persons use all

these processes, but not equally. Mosu persons tend to like

one process best, use it most, grow most expert at it, and

acquire traits that result from it. 'The department chail.-

persons at Valencia are no excepti?ns.

59 /
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.Eight-out.Of the 14 department chairperson's

indicated on the MBTI posttest that their personalitT.types'

-followed mainly .the extraversion type (Table 2). Four Of

these eight are eXtraverted.feeling types.

As describecLby Myers (1970).the characteristics

and effects of the extravert preference-in Work situatidns

is as follows:

Like variety, and actiOn.

Tend to be faster, dislike complicated
procedures.

Are Often good at greeting people..

Are oftea.impatient with.long slow jobs.

Are interested in the results of their job,
in getting it dane.'and in how other people do it

Often don't mind the interruption of
answering the telephone.

Often act quiokly, sometimes without thinking

Like to .have people around.

.Usually.communicate well.
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Table 1.

MBTI TYPE TABLE POSTTEST
VALENCIA DEPARTMENT:CHAIRPERSONS

(Study Grouli):
N 14

SENSING TYPES

With THINKING With FEELING

INTUITIVE TYPES

With FEELING With THINKING

I ISTJ. ISFJ INFJ INTJ
N
T a= 0 I N.= 1. N = 0. N u 3 .

R
0 % = 0.0 2 =7.14 % = 0.0 ' % 7 21.43
V

.. E.

R
T

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP
T
Y N=0 N=0 N = 1 N 7 1
P

E. . o.o 2 . o.o 744 2 7 7.14
S

1

*

E ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP
X
T 0- N = 1 N=0 N=0
R
A 2 = 0.0 % = 7.14 2 = 0.0 % = 0.0
V

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ
T
Y N = 2 N = 2 N = 2 N = 1
P

E % = 14.29 2 = 14.29 2 = 14.29 % = 7.14
S.

NOTE: * indicated one department chairperson
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The extraverted feeling type, (ESFJ and ENF.fl

acdording to Myers (1970), is concerned chiefly with people

These types radiate fellowship, valuing harmonious human

contacts above ali things. They are friendly, tactful,

sympathetic, and always able to express the correct feeling.

They are particularly warmed by approval and 'bothered by

indifference. This type gets much of their security fromi

others' warmth of feeling, and is therefore ready'to conform

to their views within reasonable limits. They try to live up

to their ideals and are loyal to a respected person,

institution oi cause. They have a tendency to idealize

whatever they, admire.

They are at their best in jobs that deal with

people: se11ingsornei.kinds of direct supervision, teaching,

preaching, face-to-face cooperative work, etc. They think

best when talking with people, and enjoy talk; they have to

make a special effort'if they are to be brief and business-

like and not let sociability slow them down on the job.

As judging types, they like to have matters

decided or settled, but do not need or want always to settle

them themselves. They have many definite "shoulds" and

"should nots" and may express them freely. They are

preseving, conscientious, orderly even in mnall matters, and

inclined to insist that others be the same.

If their perception is undeideveloped or not

allowed to influence their judgement, they will jump to

conclusions. For lack of first-hand knowledge of a person

6 2
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or situation, they will act upon assumptions, and while they

mean well, their actions may go wide of the mark. When faced

with a'disagreeable fact or a criticism that hurts, they may

.be unable to admit its truth and may seek somehow to escape

the issue.

In the majority (78.5"percept) of department

chairpersons responses to the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator the '

judgment type (J) was prefeired (Tdble 2). Myers (1970) list

the judging type characteristics as follows:

Best when they can plan their work and follow
the plan.

Like to get things settled and wrapped up.

May decide things too quickly.

May dislike to interrupt the project they are
on for a more urgent one.

May not notice new things that need to be
done.

Want only the essentials needed to get on
with it.

;fiend to be satisfied once they reach a
judgment on a thing, situation or person.

It was interesting to discover that only one fifth

(21.4 percent) or three of the department chairpersons

indicated the perceptive preference on the posttest of the

(MBTI) (Table 2). Myers (1970) describes the perceptive,

characteristics as:

Tend to-be good at adapting-to changing
situations.

Don't mind leaving things open for
alterations.

6 3
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May have trouble Making decisions.

May start too many projects and have
difficulty in finishing them.

May postpone unpleasant jobs.

Want to know all about a new job.

Tend to be curious and welcome new light on
a thing, situation' or person.

. .

An important point for the:department chairpersons

-and others at Valencia Community College to understand is

that success for any enterprise demands a variety of types,

each in the right place,

Isabel Briggs Myers (1970) suggests that when.:

extreme opposites muSt work and live together, an

understanding of type (MBTI) does mnch to lesson friction;

Opposite types can be tremendously useful to each other. '

Presentation and Analysis of
MSDT Data

Reddin (1970) explains that the eight ,managerial

styles represent four basic styles of managerial behavior.

Any of these four,basic styles of behavior could be

effective in cetain situations and not effective in others.

None are more or less effective fn themselves. Their

effectiveness depends on the situation in which they are

used. This means that each one of the four basic styles has

a less effective equivalent and a more effective equivalent,

resulting in eight managerial styles:

6 4
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Basic Style

Integrated

Dedicated

Related

Separated .

Less Effective
Managerial Style

Compromiser

Autocrat

Missionary

Deserter

54

More Effective
Managering Style

Executive

Benevolent
Autocrat

Developer

Bureaucrat

Reddin (1970) illustrates the basic style

indicators as follows:

Integrated (Compromiser - Executive)

Derives authority from aims--ideals--goals--
policies.

Integrates individual with Organization.
,

Wants participation--low power differences.

Prefers shared objectives--responsibilities.

Interested in motivational techniques.

Dedicated (Autocrat - Benevolent
Autocrat)

Determined--aggressive--confident.

Busy--drivihg--initiating.

Sets individual tasks--responsibilities--
standards.

Self-reliant--independent--ambitious.

Uses rewards--punishments--controls.

Tasks comes first.

Re]ated (Missionary - Developer)

People come first.

Emphasizes personal developMent:-

6 5
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Informal--quiet-unnoticed.

Long conversations.

Sympatheticr-approving--accepting--friendly.

Creates secure atmosphere.
1

Separated (Deserter,- tUreaucrat)

Cautious--careful--conservative--orderly.

Prefers, paper work--procedures--facts.

Looks for established principles.

Accurate--precise--correct--perfectionist.

Steady--deliberate--patient.

Calm--modest,--discreet.

As seen in Table 2 which.follows,,approximately
;

forty-three percent (43%) of the department chairperson's

fall within the integrated basit style'(Table.2). Reddit

(1970)'claims. the integrated atyle-is close to the ideal
.

.

management style; Five.(5) 'afthe chairpersonsOr, thirty,L-- .-
-/

six.percent'(36%) shoW a. relateebasic style of managerial
4

behavior. The related manager, accordingtii- Reddin (1970),

is more sensitive to the demands of the technical system:-
.

As long as directions are not needed and personal
,

subordinate involvement, is essential, the style can be an;,

effecti'Ve one.
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Table 2

MBTI STYLE SYNTHESIS - POSTTEST' .

--VALENCIA DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS
(Study Group)

N 14

Lest; Effective Styles

Atig

High

Relationships

Missionary Compromiser'

N 3 * N = 4 * *

= 21.43 % = 28.57

Deserter Autocrat

N = 1 N =

% = 7.14 = 7.14

Low Task

* *

.60

.
More Effective Styles

Hih

Relationships

Low

Developer Executive

N = 2 ** N = 2 **

% - 14.29 Z = 14.29

Bureaucrat BenevoldneAutocrat.
a

N = 1 * N 0

= 7.14

Low Task High

Note: * indicates one department chairperson
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EFFECTIVENESS OF DEPARTMENT
CHAIRPERSONS MANAGEMENT

Two techniques were used to measure the effective-

ness of department chairpersons as managers. The first

technique involved the use of one of the components of the

'Reddin 3-D Theory of Management Style Diagnosis Teat--the

Effectiveness Component. The second technique involved

rating the performance of the department chairpersons on the

seven critical events (unplanned treatments). The rating was

conducted by the Dean of Academic Affairs and the Campus

Provost independently. The two independent ratings were

averaged into an effectiveness neasure for each chairperson

on _each critical event.

The ratings are presented in' Table 3. The

columns's-represent the-seven critical events and the rows
'-i

tepresent the.department chairpersons, . Means and standatd

deviations were computed by critical events and by
.

diairpersons.

171
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Table 3

ns and Standard DeViation.of Rated EffectivenesS
bx. chairpersonS.and-by, Critical Events.
- 1

.

#1 #5 #6 #7

1. 3 3 3 3 3.5 3.5 2.5 3.0714 .3450

2. 3 3 4.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 .50

3. 2 3 2.5 3.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 1.0408

4. 3 3 4.5 4 3 3 3.5 3.0714 1.2724

5. 3 3.5 1.5 4.5 2.5 1.5 Z.5 2.7143 ,1.0746

6. 4. 4 4 5 4.5 3.5 4 4.1429 .4756

7. 3.5 4 2.5 5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.0238 1.1802

8. 3 2 3 4 4 3 2.5 2.7857 1.2199

. 9. 3 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.5 1.8571 1,0293
. 1

10. 2.5 2.5 3, 3 3 2.5 2.5 2.0476 1.0307

11. 3 3.5 3 3.5 3.5 2.5 3.2857 .4880

12. 2 3.5 2 3.5 4.5 4 2.5 3.1429 .9880

13. 3 3 2 1 3 1.5 3.5 2.50 .9129

14. 3.5 2 1.5 3 3.5 3.5 3,5 2.8571, .8011.,

2.9643 3.1071 2.8929 3.4286 3.3929 2.8929 3.0357 2.8929

.5358 .5609 .9025 1.1744 .6257 .8589 .5706 .5798

6 9
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It is interesting to'note in Table 4; Distribution

of Effectiveness Ratings of Chairpersons that 11 Of the 14

group mean effectiveness rating. One chairperson/is two

standard deviatiOns beyond the mean while-two chairperSons'

effectiveness rating approaches thei second standard

deviation. Consequently the percepions of the hom geneous

effective group of chairpeiiiins is.reinforced by t is

analysis of the, effectiveness rati7.

Table 4

Distributioll of Effectiveness Itting of Ch irpersons
. ..

-2s -is 5-C

1.7333 2.3131 2.8929

.1

3.4 27 4. 525

. The Reddin MSDT provided a second measur of

effectivenes on each chairperson. The Reddin inst ument is a

self administered instrument; consequently it repbr s the
/

individuals assessment of his own management style,a
- /

effectiv.ress. The effective measure is reported on scale

of zero m four.

To analyze the Red in meastire, the rated effebtive-

ness measures-were correlat d againstthe MSDT measure a
,

presented in Table 5, Anal sis of Ra4c1 Effectiveness and\

rEffectiveness as Measured7 by MSDT (Pea
\
son product-moment

correlation coefficient \ '

,
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ble 5

_

AnalYsis of Rated ffectiVeneds and
Effectiveness-.AalleaeuredlityjiSDT

(Pearson PrOductmOterit
Correlation Coefficient)

MSDT iffectiveness (Posttest) Rated Effectiveness

1. .6 3.0714

2. 0 3.5

3. 3.0 2.5

4. 1.8 3.0714

5.- 1.2 2.7143

6. , 0 4.1429

7. 3.0 3.0238

8. 3.0 2.7857

9. 1.2 1.8571

10. .6 2:0476

11. .6 3.2857

12. 4.0- 3.1429

13. 3.6 2.5

14. 1.8 2.8571

r = -.2825

Sy.x = .5359
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The correlation coefficient Produced a.sMall
. .

negative correlation which indicated no.significant

correlation between the two measures.. Therefore.; either the

Reddin (MSDT) initrument failed to measure effectiveness in

the same manner as did the rated effectiveness by critical

events, or there is no correlation between effectiveness as

defined by the instrument and educator s definitions of

effectiveness in terms of college management.

HYPOTHESIS TESTING'
.

.

The null hypothesis of the study was as follows:

There is no change in the management/
personality style of department chaikpersons
as affected by environmental factoks.

In terms of statistical testing, three tests were

employed .to test the hypotheais.. The three tests ware the t
,

test for differences in meamvfor the'Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator and the Reddin 3-D Theory of Management Diagnosis

for chairpersons and the summed management/personality

profile.

In testing the MBTI, the four compents of the

examination were summed to provide asingle measure on the

pretest and on the posttest. The following table, Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator, Style Synthesis Value Analysis,

present the summed paired measures and the t value.

7 2
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/ Table 6
/

'MyersrBriggs Type Indicator
Style Synthesis Value Analysis*

t Statistic for Difterence in Means (Paired Observations)

Icetest Posttest

1.

3.

57

116

45

-L47

96

5

4. - 84 - 88

5. -146 -148

6. 106 117

7. 12 - 16

8. 51 32

9. 44 29

10. - 47 16

11. 38 2

12. 17 23

13. 52 .63

14. 1

.1651

* Style syntheSis equals summed values of four components.

7 3
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The nonsignificant t indicatzts that chere was no

difference in the means could not be attributed to

sample error variati.on; consequently the t zest for

difterence in metns- supports the null hypothesis.

The second t test used to test the research

hypothesis measured the difference in means for paired

measures on the pre and postteitbf-the MSDT. The values

were derived through a summation process of the test's three

components.

The following table, Management Style Diagnosis

Test, Style Synthesis Value Analysis, presents the paired

observations and the t value. The nonsignificant t value

supports the null hypothesis.

7 4
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Table 7

Management Style Diagnosis Test
Style Synthesis :Value Analysis*

t Statistic "for Difference in Means (Paired Observations)

Pretest Posttest

1. 9 6.6

2. 6.4 4.2

3. 8.4 7.6

4. 6.4 5.8

5. 6.4 5.8

6. 6.4 1.4

7. 8.0 9.4

8. 7.8 10.2

9. 7.6 7.8

10. 9.0 6.6

11. 7.0 7.8

12. 9.4 4.6

13. 8.2 -8.2

14. 7.6 7.6

t = 1.7393

Style Synthesis equals summed value of three components.
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The thirci t test measured the difference in means

for a combined management/personality profile. The prokile

was developed by summing the measures on the two instruments

to develop a quantifiable measure of the management/

personality profile for the pre and posttest.

The following table, Table 8, Management/

Personality Profile Synthesis presents the paired observation

and the t value. The nonsignificant t supports the null

hypothesis that there is no difference in the management/

personality styles of department chairpersons.

After Table 8, the follawing four tables present

simple correlation coefficients for components of the MBTI

and the MSDT for the study group and the control group. The

MBTI had a significant correlation level greater than the

.01 level for all components in both the study and the

'control group. Correlation for the MSDT was more erratiC

than the MBTI and shows significant correlations for two

components for the study group and for one component of the

control group at the .05 level of significance.

The correlation tables provide additional

evidence for the acceptance of the null hypothesis. The

MBTI had an overall higher level of reliability than the

Reddtn 3-D test and fluctuations in component correlation is

attributed to law test reliability.

7 6
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- Table 8

Management/Personality Profile Synthesis
(t statistic for difference in means)

Profile Synthesis Value Analysis*

.. Pretest Posttest

1. - 48 - 40.4

2. 122.4 100.2

3. 53.4 12.6

4: - 77.6 82.2

5. -139.6 -142.2

6. 112.4 118.4
!`?

20 - 6.67.
V

8. 58:8 42.2

9. 51.6 36.8

10. - 38.0 22.2

--11. 45.0 9.8

12. 26.4 27.6

13. 60.' 71.2

14. 8.0 53.6

t = .3059

* Profile Synthesis equals summed value of MBTI and MSDT

components combined.
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Table 9

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Correlation by ColOnents.
(Paired Observations)

Study Proup
N = 14

Extravert-Introvert Sensing-Intuitive Thinking-Eeeling Judging-Perceptive
Components Components Components Components

Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest

1. 9 31 7 5

2. 31 27 17 7

3. 31 27 7 - 7

4. -27 -41 -37 47

5. -34 -41 -51 - 19

6: 7 27 27 19

7. -29 24 \ ,-11 - 14

8. 11 17 - 2 - 37

9. 29 37 - 2. 2 2

10. 2 - 2 -47 - 47

11. - 2 -17 -24 - 27

12. - 7 5 24 11
1 .

13. 5 - 9 29 49

47 47 -14 4-17

1

.9133*

Sy.x = 11..3381

-.9074*

11.6504

Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest

rs-

-44 -29 -29 -54

21 11 47 51

-24 -34 31 19

7 19 -27 -19

-37 -39 -24 -19

41 44 31 27

31 5 21 17

- 5 5 47 ,47

-27 -27 44 17

-19 34 17 31

27 27 37 19

-24 -14 124 21
.

- 9 -14 27 37

-27 - 5 - 5 21

.7646* .8566*

16.3386 AA.0566

* Significant at the .01 level

18
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Table 10

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Correlation by Components
(Paired Observations)

Control Group
N = 15

Extravert-Introvert
Components

Sensing-Intuition
Components

Thinking-Feelig
Components

68

Judging-Perception
Compbnents

Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
\

Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest

1. 37 47 -11 -2 31 - 2 27 9

2. -41 -29 -39- -47 7 - 7 - 7 -47

3. 47 41 27 37 29 29 54 54

4. 31 14-- 31 741 -24 14 7 -47

5. 41 37 27 41 37.- .41 47 47

6. - 5 7 59 51 .7 41 44

7. 51 39 -11 714 11 17 5 29

8. - 5 14 29 . 29 17 27 41 47

9. 24 9 -14 - 9 -19 14 14

10. -11 -27 54 41 -21 - 9, 47 57

11. 47 41 17 9 39 24 47 39

12. - 7 5 5 -21 .727 - 2 - 7 -24

13. 37 17 11 . 9 27 -7 7 -17

14. 31 37 -17 -7 2 27 2 14

15. 14 11 11 -31 24 2 27 17

.8846* .6941* .5258* :8470*

Sy.x = 10.6133 21.8907 14.3293 18.0076

* Significant at the .01 level
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Table 11

Management Sty.e Diagnostic Test Correlation
by Component (Paired Observations) --

1r Study Group -
\ N = 14-

Task Orientation Rela ionship Orientation Effectiveness
Pretest P Pretestosttest P reit- Posttest Posttest

1. 3.0 3.0 \
3 0

2. 1.2 .6 4

3. 3.0 .6 1.S

4. 4.0 4.0 0

5. 0 .6 4.0

6. .6 1.8 4.0

7. 0 2.4 4.0

8. 3.6 1 3.6 3.0

9. .6 3.6 4.0

10. 3.0 3.0 3.0

11. 3.0 3.6 4.0

12. 3.0 .6 2.4
I

13. .6 .6 4.0

14. 1.2 1.8 4.0

3.0

3.6

4.0

0

4.0
.

.6

4.0
,--

3.6
\

\ 3.0

\ 3.0

3.6

\ 0

4.0

\41.0

3.0 ... .6

1.2 0

3.6 3.0

2.4 1.8

2.4 1.2

1.8 0

4.0, 3.0

1.2 3.0 [

3.0 1.2

3.0 .6

0 .6

4.0 4.0

3.6 3.6

2.4 1.8

r =

Sy.x =

.4317

1.1684

.5515*

1 .2141

.5839*

1.0602

* Significant at the .0.1evel
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Table 12

Management Style,Diagnostic Test Cprrelaeion
by Components (Paired Observations)

Control Group ('

N = 15

.70

-
. .

Task Orientation Relationship Orientation .Effectivaness
Pretest Posteest Pretest__ Posttest Pretest Posttest

.,

1. 2.4 1.8 3.0 4.0 2.4 & 1.8'

.6
6. 2.4 2.4 3.6 2.4 2.4

7. ,6 3.6 4.0 4.0 d

8. 3.6 3.6
:

1 \

9. ' 0 3.6 4.0

10. .6 0 4.0 4.0- 3.6_
:

11. 4.0 2.4 \1.2- 2.4-- 3.6

-...,.

- 12. 0 .6 2.4
v
1.2. 1.8

13. 2.4 4.0 4.0 3.6 2.4'

I .

14. 3.0 3.6 3.6 3.6 1.8

15. 1.2 4.0 4.0 1.2 1.2

.= .2412 .5247* .3066

Sy.x = 1.3444 1.0584 1.0271

.6

,

1.8

i
2.4 0

2.

3.6

1.2

1.8

* Significant at the .05 level

8 1
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In summary, the instrumedts identified andlhe
.

statistical tests used to identify changes, in the management/

personality styles.of department Chairperson indiCate that no
/ .,

change occurred an0 suppotted the,nulllypothesis. However,

the interview data arid the perceptiOns of 'the 'investigator

indicate that changes did occur ari4 these 9cganges and the

need for additional research.are,Ordientect,in -the following

chapter.

.

5,

8 2
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Chapter-4-

SUMMAki, CONCLUSIONS, PROPOSITIONS, AND.
RECOMMENDATIONS EMERGENT 1

.q1ZOM THE STUDY

This final chapter summarizes the major findings

of-61e study, the apparent conclutions, and presents m.n;sr.

.areas for aelditional research Identified as propositions,

The Chapter is organized into the following
/

Sections:

Summary of the Statistical Findings, Effectiveness of

Kragement Training as Perceived by the Department Chair-

persons andd the Researcher, Critique of the Sudy, and

Propositions Emergent from the study.

Summary of Statistical Fifidings

As reported in Chapter Three, t tests between

means were used to determine the effects of the tieatment on

the management/personality styles of Valencia Community

College ilepartment chairpersons. Data from two instruments:

the MyeLs-Briggs Type Indicator and the Reddin 3-D Theory

Management Styla Diagnosis.Test were tested on.matched pair'

observatins (pre and posttest) tC Zetermine.if a

significant\difference.existed.. .Theit test when appliddtb

both sets ofAata produced aft;1. insigniiCant.t; Consequ-ently

the statistical data called for the acCeptance of the null

hypothesis that there is no difference in the managementr

72
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personality styles bf department chairpersons as a result

of the training activities.

An analysiS of the distribUic ':ated

effectiveness of'department chairpersonE ae investigator

and the dean of academic affairS demonstrated a homogeneous

relationship among th.. chairpersons as to the perceived

effectiveness of the department chairpersons. A simple

correlation was rut between the rated effectiveness and

effectiveness as measured by the Reddin MSDT. The result

was a low nonsignificant relationship.

In summary, the statistical data supported the null

hypothesis or at best was inconclusive. The statistical data

further appeared to be incoriclusive'when the perceptions of

the researcher and the .intervie,:3 of the-dtrtment7chair

persons are taken into 'consideration.

.
1

Effectiveness oi Management Focus
by the College as Perceived_by
Department Chairpersons

.

J.I

ta the interyiew schedule, department chairpersons

were asked 'to .state their perceptions of the effectiveness of

the College's foc s and emphasis on management. RespL.cisee to

the queStion port ayed a general positive reaction to the t

\

management)focus f the college and the development of the
.--

departmentjchairp rsons as managers. ,The following dirrct

quotes indicate t e perceptions of the chairpersons.

belie e the responsibilities the college
has asked us to assume have been very positive.
The college laces responsibilities with us
asking us to work as well as we can so I feel

8 4
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this is positive--getting a cha,ice to get
involved with decision making. I feel good
about this. Also, about ,working witn the people
on the East Campus, I appreciate that
opportunity. The experience is goalsince at
one time we were the only campup--this is a
positive experience.

Positive because of the support given to
Chairpersons by the top administrators. When I
attended meetings with faculty i know the guide-
linesideveloped in our Tlim academic staff, and I
den 'speak quite positively and explain with a
reasonable rationale why we go this route. Then
in turn I'm a great believer in communication
if ii can be done verbally I prefer to do it
this/way. The faculty listens to what I Lay,
and If we can make changes we do;/therefore,
there is a free-flow of ideas past year or
so n my relationship with the fa ulty and
mainly because my role ha., been defined. There
arel a few weak areas in terms of communication
but these are being worked out.

I think this is because of growth--more and
mor.e people--and-l-thihk-people are looking
around to other community colleges and seeing
what others are doing and ofccourse.some are
leaning toward collective bzzgaining. I think
it is just an awareness, I'm not sure of any
trouble, but people are just asserting them-
selves, I believe.

I fee: can be looked in both fashion
if you've been orga4zed in managerial or
administrative groupl\the person in the teaching
ranks-could think now here we're being ganged up
on, but I have to think that we,.as front line
administrators or chairPetsons, are awere of our.
responsibilities, then I have to think that in a
positive fashion we're able to help carry
through ideas in both directions ta the faculty
and to administrators above us and from
administrators to the faculty member below us.
In the pas't, we had unsure lines about how a
faculty could go.about expressing viewpoints or
dissatisfaction at the school, I think now the
lines are more defined. At least now we know
where we stand. You can go to the chairperson
and explain what is going on and then if this is
carried through, your desires are expressed. If
not, you have the option of going to the next
person whereas before there may have become more

8 5
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clear which way to go. Lines are more defined.

Subjectively, through observation and the

interview process, the positive perceptions of the department

chairpersons conóerning the focus on management and

management development have been reinforced. Throughout the

study period, chairpersons sought out other campus

administrators to state their reactions to the management

training and the focus on college management by the upper

administration. Faculty members also responded positively

to the more open communication since department chairpersons

had access to more information from the administrative

sphere of the college and appeared to be committed to

involving the department in more open comMunication.

In summary, it appears that the department

chairpersons as a group and as individuals accepted the'

distinction placed on them in their new role as college

managers and liked the additional responsibilities as well

as the additional recognition.

CritiqUe Ofthe Study .

The study had both positive andnegative aspects al

to the Organization of the study, the methodology, the

selection of the measurement instruments, and the

"NConceptralizatiOn of tbe total researdh problem.
\

In terMs of positive aspects, the interview data

and the personal research techniques employed enable th

researcher to gather data that would not have been

86
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available through hither quantative methods or through_an

outside researcher. The research desigu also enabled die

investigator to modify the research focus of the stud, es
IP

unplanne,l treatments and critical events materialized.

The drganization of the methodology, proved to be a

demanding format requiring the investigator to gather data

throughout the six month period. Additionally, the influence

of any one planned training activity or any of the unplanned

reatments were not measurable and confidence could not be

established on making judgmental decisions about the

effects or the lack of effects on any of the training

activitiesl

A further problem' with the study was-the measure-
)

ment instruments. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator proved to

be the most reliable of the two instruMents; however its

reliability may have proved to be one of its major, 1:_oblems
.

for it appeared to be insensitive.to changes in style which.

Nay ha.ve occured over the study period.

The second instrument, the Reddin 3-D Theory

Management 5,:yle Diagnosis Test proved to be a,poor

instrumect iA terms of reliability and in'terms if measuring

changes. .A Tositive bnnefit of.this. instrument was that it

provided A conceptual: fraMework for,department chairpersons

to analyze their management styles and to discuss means of

improving their departMent manageMent.

{As a resaarch methodology, the'interviews were .

.valuable sliata sources. A weakness in the interview

8 7
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Jiniaue was the lack of quantitative data which could be

used to analyze relationships. 3).

In suMmary, the study organization itsea

possessed both pdsitive and negative aspecta; however, the

overriding positive nature of the studv was that it enabled

a college.to examine its department management styles in a

period of time which can not be replicated at another point

in time or location.

Needs for Additional Research

This section of the chapter presents the needs for

additional research under a propositions format. A.

proposition is a statement which can be written in a quasi-

hypothesis form and which lends itself to empirical testing.

One oE the major benefits of a case study technique such .as

the one employed in thesis study is the identification of

areas for further study. The propositions are presented,

not necessarily ir priority order as follows:

Proposition 1. As mea&ured by-the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator, extroverted perdonlity styles are tne

expected dominEnt styles of fr3t-line college,managers.

Eight of the 14 department chairpersons were

extroverted personality styles, while in the study group ten

of the 15 persons had extrove--ed'Is.tYles. the

extioverted style possess traits related to ple-to-people

relationships such as people oriented, the expected style

Zor other first line or similar position administrators

88
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would be expected to be extroverted.

Proposition 2. As measured by the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator, first line college managers styles would be

expected to be judging types whether the overall style is

extraverted or introverted.

Selventy-eight percent of the department chair-

persons were judging types in their personality style

preference. The judging types include characteristics such

as planning, moving toward closure on problems,-and-decision

making ability. These characterAstics appear to be expected

in most management situafions and their applicability to

college managers lends itself to empirical testing.

Proposition 3. As measured by the Myers-Briggs

lype 1.-,(....ctitor, newly employed faculty members or college

mdri'lseo7' dominant personality style will reflect the

,nant p-rsoullity style of the person who employs the new

factLty member ,r arst line managers.

This propr3ition was outside of the concern of this

study; however the homogeneity of the Valencia Community

College department chairpersons indicates that as individuals

their styles were attractive to the college administrator

who employed them, and that a relationship might exist

between the personality preference of the employer and the

personality styles of the persons employed.

Proposition 4. Role definition is the most

important factor in management development.

This,proposition, while appearing to be dogmatic,

8 9
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is called for by the finding of this studY. Nearly all of

the study group members at some point, in the study eitheAin

interviews or in smell sroup sessions stressed the

ialportance of understanding.their tole as department

managers. The document developed by the staff which

describes the responsibilities of department chairpersons-
-

___----
and repeatedlywas-referred-ty department chairpersons

when discussing their positions as department chairpersons.

Additionally the definition of roles and role

responsibilities enables an organization to focus on training

needs to_correct weaknesses in the managcMent effectiveness

of the organization.

Proposition 5. Movement from a single campus

organization to a multicampus organization increases the

importance of first line managers in the administration of

the collef,e.

This proposition emerges from the iacreased need

for communications which has become evident at Valencia

Community College since a new and separate campus has opened.

bepartme-t chairpersons as a group have more contact with

faculty and other staff members than any level of college

administration; consequently communication flows through

department chairpersons.

Proposition 6. Increased ,ertones of

college management increases the importance of deparcu.,0::

chairpersons as college administrators.

With increased faculty interest in collective

9 0
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bargaining and increased litigation dealing with student

rights and due process procedures depPv.tment chairpersons are

in a critical and precarious position in terms_of the overall

effectiveness of,te college in dealing with potential legal

problems. Consequently it islexpected that colleges will

begin placing,mk:te emphasis on management development for

community college department Managers.
.

Proposition 7. 'Adm4inistrative department chair-

persons are more effective ci4legemanagers-than-are

representative department chairperson's.

As developed in the)/review of the literature in

Chapter l, there appears to be two-basic types of chair-

person: representative and administrative-The

representative chairperson is-usually elected by the

department faculty, and the administrative chairpersoii is

normally appointed by the college administration. The \
accountability referent for the two types are different.

One is directed toward the faculty, while the other Is

directed toward the administration(of the college.

Proposition 7 calls fOr the investigation of the

effectiveness of the two types of chairpersons. At Valencia

all chairpersons are administrative by appointment; however,
1

orientation to representative chairperson is still present

and raises the question of effectiveness.

Proposition 8. Management styles which are

effective in collegiate environments may be different from

effective management styles in adversarial environments.

9 1
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Since, at this point in time,, adversarial

relationships between he faculty &rid the administration as

characterized in collective bargaining situations.do not

exist, this proposition could.not be examined at Valencia

'Compunity College. However, with the increased emphasis on

-organization by the faculty nation wide and with the focus

of management becoming implementation of negotiated

contracts, investigation is needed as to changes in

management style and style effectiveness under the two

situations.

Proposition 9. Community college department

chairpersons will become more highly specialized in

management orientation 40 in management training

Most college administrators have been promoted

into administration with little or no training in

administration or in management. ,With the increased

emphasis on management demanded by the legalistic environment

and the economy as well as the general movement toward

accountability in education, it is'predicted that existing

college administration will be more trained through in-

service provams and new college administration will have had

preservice training.

Proposition 10. With increased emphasis on

college management, there will be a tendency to overlook

first.line college managers in faculty-administration

governance processes.

First line college managers will benefit from
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increased emphasis on management thruugh additional

comtunications and involvements. However a pqtential

negative aspect will be a tendency to overlook department

chairpersons for:membership on faculty/administrative

governanc-:, committees. First line managers will be fully

'involved in administrative decision making; however, in

policy making through college governance processes,higher

ranking administrators will probably serve on the policy

making committees.

RECOMMENDATIONS

82

Ac a result of this study, several recommendations

are appropriate to impiove the management/administration

development at Valencia Community College. The

recommendations fall within three large categories:

training, involvement, and evaluation.

Recommendations Related to Training

As presented in the interview data and in discussions

on role ambiguities, department chairpersons learned their

appropriate roles as department chairvrsons after the-j were
0

appointed. Consequently the following recommendations would

probably assist the college in more adequately preparing

individuals to prtform duties of department chairpersons:

1. A continuing system for assessing training

needs of department chairpersons _eeds to be used to insure

that chairpersons as individuals and as a college staff are

able to request and receive -assf;tance in particular areas.

9 3
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2: Training needs tcvbe conducted which is, both
/ r

specific to the roles and responsibilities of chairpersons

and general to tt.e roles and responsibilities of 'other

college administrators-.

3. Department chajrtersonq need to take the lead

in developing need surveys among themselves and be involved

in determining appropriate training programs.

Recommendations Related to Involvement

As discussed in the propositions department chair-

persons are expected to involve their faculty in

departmental matters as an effective management technique;

however, department chairpersons themselves, either as

individuals or as a group, may be excluded from involvement 7-
in governance committees of the college and in decision

making outside of the instructional area. Thereiore the

following recommendations are made to a3sist Ln promoting

the involvement of chairpersons:

1. Chairpersons should be included in the

membe. _p If governance committeescf the college.

2. Chairpersons should be included in all

meetings of the total college administrative staff.

3. Other college administrators should be aware

of the roles and responsibilitiee of department chairpersons

in order to develop an appreciation for the tasks, workload,

and responsibilities of chairpersons.

94=
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Recommendations Related tb Evaluition

Evaluation as used in this section is a broad'

concept which includes.goal setting,, training, and

measurement of:performance .against,Set criterie

The recommendations are as follows:

LE34

1. The Roles ahd Responsibilitieg of'Departqpnt

Chairpersons Document, Appendix A, should be continually
a

revised and updatedto serve as an accurate description of

a chairperson's job.
oo

2. Individual goals forldevelopTent should be

included in each department chairperson's eyalustion.

3. Chairpersons shquld'be assisied,tn meeting,-
'

eheir development goals by supervising administrators.
,

4. Chairpersons as a group should be involVed in

evaluating and revising the college-wide e14-t1uation system.

SUMMARY

The final chapter has summarized pre major
I i

findings of the study,, critiqued then study 'in terms of its \
i

positive and negatiye aspects, presented proposipions.which

call for additional research in the managem nt styleSLof

first line college administrators, and made,recommendations

for the improvement Of educational practic4 it Valencia
1

Community College.

9 5-
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APPENDIX A

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS
VALENCIA,COMMUNITY COLLEGE - WEST CAMPUS

WINTER, 1975

Instructional Management

The department chairperson is a professional with-

in the teaching area of the instructional department as well

as the professioaal,instructional manager of the department.

As such, the chairperson is concerned and responsible for

instruction within the department, professional growth of

the department faculty, department service to the students

and the community, and for building 4,..,strong instructional

program throughout the college. Specifically, the

departdent chairperson:

1. Develops wieh faculty cooperation, a

department class schedule each semester within the parameters

as specified by the Dean of Academic Affairs within the time

frame as specified by the Registrar that includes a faculty

worklold for each faculty member in the department and'

represents a balahced department offering based on student

course needs.

2. Orders textbooks and reviews instructional

material to insure that adequate instructional materials are

available for each class in ei'he department each semester.

87
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Textbooks are ordered on a time frame as specified by the

Bookstore Manager and within the guidelines of college

, policies.

3. Works with department faculty in developing

course materials which include clearly stated student goals,

procedures, and methods to help insure student success in

completing the course.

4. Evaluates faculty in the department.within the

parameters established by the Dean of Academic Affairs and

college policies and within the time frame as specified by

the Dean and college policies.

5. Cooperates with Open campus personnel,

consulting with them on planned course offerings and

assigning instructors to open campus lasses, providing

instruction al support for open campus classes in terms of

teacher evaluation, course outlines and objectives, etc:

6. Attends to teacher and student problems and/or

concerns as they arise within the department and resolves the

problems and/or concerns within the chairperson's resources

or refers them to the Dean of Ac edenlic Affairs or the.Dean of

_Student Affairs.

7. Participates in the registration process and

is responsible for maintaining de-
,

Fartment representation at

registration, making dedisions c oncerning the adding or

-cancelling of classes, and reassigning faculty'when class

schedules are adjusted due to regis tration processes.

S. Monitors class size 2or cost effectiveness in

C.1

9 9
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terms of level of funding per F.T.E., F.T.E. produced,

supply and support monies-expended and recommends to the

Dean of Academic Affairs ways of increasing cost

effectiveness.

0

Curriculum Management

The department chairperson has a direct

responsibility to the total campus/college 'curriculum. In

the individual department, the chairperson is responsible

for curriculum evaluation, review, and revision.

Specifically, the department chairperson:

1. Recommends curriculum changes based upon

faculty review to the Dean of Academic Affairs for review by

the Committee on Curriculum and Instruction.

2. Develops in association with department

.faculty, and presented new course offerings to the Dean of

Academic Affairs for review by the Committee on Curriculum

and Instruction.

3. Conducts surveys to determine program needs
'-

and develops curriculum to meet need as approved by tl-Ae Dean

of Academic Affairs and the Committee on Curriculum and

Instruction process.

4. Serves on the Committee on Curriculum and

Instruction and reviews educational programs and courses in

terms of the department and total campus/college

instructional program.

5. Monitors the college catalog to insure

100
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accurate description of instructional programs and courses in

the &apartments and iniuts catalog changes for new programs,
,

courses and description changes through the Dean of Academic

Affairs.

Personnel Management

The chairperson is charged with conducting

personnel practices in a manner. conducive to good

management and human relations, in accord with Board

policies, legal parameters, and State Department Rules and

Regulations. The chairperson administers the department in

a democratic manner, giving full recognition to the

professional status and role of teaching facultyl, and

actively encourages maximum faculty pw:ticipation in

departmental affairs. Specifically, the department

chairperson:

1. Assesses instructional needs in terms of

personnel in the deparrment and recommends positions to the
P

Dean of Academic Affairs.

2. Recruits in cooperation with the personnel

department appliciants for positions within the departMent
1,>

who meet the position qualifications as approved by the Dean

of Academic Affairs.

3. Recommends applicants to the Dean of Academic

Affairs for employment.

4. Maintains accurate monthly attendance reports

for each employee in the department and.'Submits monthly
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status reports via the Dean of Academic Affairs to the

Finance Office each month.

5. Prepares personnel action papers ior each

part-time and over-lOad faculty within the department for

each class taught'each semester and submits the papers via

the Dean of Academic Affairs to the Personnel Office.

6. Conducts annual evaluation of personnel
".

within the departMent as outlined by college policies and

recommends faculty for annual contract or continuing
t.

contract to the Dean of Academic Affairs in accordance with

Board policies and State Department Rules and Regulations.

7. Administers the personnel policies of the

college in an equita'ble manner for each employee within the

division, sol'Oes problems within the authority of the -

department, and refers problems to the Dean of Academic

Affairs for assistance as needed.

8. Orients employees to college policies and

procedures and provides intradepartment opportunities for

employees to progress in terms of career development, such

as committee service; leadership activities (area

coordinators), community involvement, and other
44

opportunities.

9. Informs faculty of college activities and

actions on a regularly scheduled basis:

PraessiOhAI DeVeibpitent:

The departdent cliairperson serves as a model of

102
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professional development within the depaltment and is

concerned with personal development and with development of

faculty within the department. Specifically, the department

chairperson:

1. Maintains liaisons with community 'colleges,

universities, and prG2es3iovel organizations within the

discipline(s) area of the department tc`Atay 2breast of

current developments In community college instruction

generally and trends within the specific field of the

department.

2. Promotes faculty development through

additional education, staff and program development

activities, professional organizations, college visitation

and other activities.
c-z

c

3. Utilizes Staff and Program Development Funds

to assist the k-ofessional development of the faculty

through careful planning in allocating travel resources and

developmental activities.

Community-Institutional Articulation

The department chairperson is often called upon to

meet with various community groups and represent the college.

The chairperson is expected to be community-based in

perspective for service to the community and its students.

Specifically, the chairperson:

1. Serves on community-based advisory groups as

needed and as outlined by college policies.
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- 2. Serves as guest speaker, lecturer, and/or

resource person for community groaps as requested and as

schedule permits. Reports such activities to the Dean of

Academic Affairs:

Fidcal Management

The department chairperson is the first line

administrator in planning, managing, and controlling

department budgets. As the first line administrator, the

department chairperson is responsible and accountable in

insuring that fiscal practices within the department are in

line with Board policies and State Department Rules arta

Regulations. Specifically, the department chairperson

performs the following tasks in fiscal management:

1. Assesses needs within the-department and

requests through the budgeting processes resources to meet

thc needs.

2. Develops a department line item budg-t(s)

within the paiameters as specified by the Dean oftwademic

Affairs and within1 the time frame as specified by the

Assistant to tbe President for Business Affairs.
.

3. Develops interdepartment procedures to control

the expenditure ck budget funds to meet department needs.

4. Expends funds from department budgets
Or

according to Board policies aud State Department Rules and

Regulations.

5. Evaluates budget limitations and indicates the

104
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iMpace on the instructional program to the Dean of Academic

Affairs.
1

Academic Affairs Participation

The department chairperson serves as a member of

the Academic Affairs staff. As such, the chairperson is

concerned with bringing problems of a general nature to

staff, acting on staff probiems, and participating in

academic affairs decision making. Specifically, the

chairperson:

1. Participates in academic affairs meetings as

schedules by the Dean-of Academic Affairs.

2. Serves on studY groups and committees as

directed by the Dean of Academic Affairs.

3. Participates in academic affairs training

programs in management development and instructional

leadership.
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